1. American Sycamore
“At the end of Harris Place there stands
a Sycamore which is like a beacon by itself,
reflecting the late afternoon sun off its
light gray/white trunk and limbs. In the
moonlight, it seems to glow. Always late to
leaf out, it sheds its bark during August, a
sign, I’m guessing, that it is still alive and
well. Although situated at the edge of a
packed parking area and a steep bank, it
does not really have anything like the
proper feeding area its size requires.”
Chuck Hornsby 2007
“I work as a therapist and on a very busy day I would go outside my
office on Harris Place, and look at the tree and let its beauty wash and
renew me.” Stephen Spitzer.
The American Sycamore is also known as the American Plane,
Occidental Plane or Buttonwood, and is native to North America. It
is easily recognized by its mottled, shedding bark. The bark of all
trees has to yield to a growing trunk; in this case the process is not
hidden because the bark is incapable of stretching.
The terms under which the New York Stock Exchange was formed
in 1792 is called the Buttonwood Agreement because it was signed
under a Buttonwood (Sycamore) tree.

4. Camperdown Elm

2. White Oak
“I can remember when I was a
kid it was struck by lightning two
times. When my mother died, at
the wake, on the biographical
chart it showed a picture of the
tree.” Diane Spiak. On Williams
Street is another white oak and
Tammy Stern and her family
make oak flour from the acorns. She says, “It’s always delicious.”
There are many stories about oaks. Robin Hood organized his life
around, and within, great oaks. The huge and hollow “Major Oak,”
as it was called, was where he held meetings with the Merry Men. It
still stands today.
In pre-Christian Celtic society, Druids formed an intellectual
class comprising philosophers, judges, educators, historians, doctors, seers, astronomers and astrologers. The earliest surviving
classical references to Druids date to the 2nd century B.C.E. The
word Druidae is of Celtic origin. It is believed to originate from the
Greek word “drus,” meaning “an oak” and “wid,” from the Sanskrit
word meaning “to know.” The oak was sacred to the Druids and was
part of each of their ceremonies.
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4 1/2 feet tall. Fifty trees were planted that day throughout Brattleboro by 30 volunteers. This is a living testament to how fast trees can
grow. Quercus, a Latin word, is said to be derived from a Celtic word
meaning “fine tree.” The second part of the species name, palustris,
comes from the Celtic and means “of wetland.”
The Pin Oak is not a long-lived oak, usually living only 90 to 120
years. It is naturally a wetland tree, and develops a shallow, fibrous
root system. This makes it quite suitable for sidewalk plantings. Like
the Beech tree, it retains its dried leaves throughout the winter.
Its bark was used by some Native
American tribes to make a drink for
the treatment of intestinal pain.
Nearby is a large White Oak tree.
According to Tim and Martha
O’Connor: “This tree, as we understand, was planted when our house was
constructed in 1866, and is now the
last of the original oaks on Oak
Street.”

Maple, or Silverleaf Maple, is a species
of maple native to eastern North
America. It grows best near streams
and in protected flood plains. It is also
a very successful street tree since it has
a shallow, fibrous root system, and lives
naturally in soil which is compacted—
similar to the soil beneath our
sidewalks.
Ruth Unsicker writes: “The bulging
above-ground roots and the huge trunk
continues to make me pause and admire it each time I pass. I follow
the trunk up, up. Its towering branches are open and airy so that the
light and sky are visible through its light green foliage.”
One distinguishing characteristic of Silver Maples is that they are
one of the first trees to flower in the spring. Its flowers emerge from
buds set the previous summer. They are greenish-yellow and bloom
long before the leaves appear.
Another easily noticeable characteristic of Silver Maples is their
long slender branches which first sweep downward and then gracefully curve upward. The undersides of leaves are a shimmering
pale gray.

3. Japanese Maple
In the backyard of an inn this tree has witnessed many a special
event. According to Bob Sprague, the tree was planted by Brattleboro
Retreat patients when the house was owned by the director of the
Retreat. Japanese Maples have been cultivated in Japan for centuries.
They are also a desirable choice for bonsai enthusiasts. The Japanese
Maple produces outstanding color in fall and winter.
The Little Maple
By Edna Curtis
A small tree stands with
crimson leaves
Blushing quietly in the breeze
Till now it blossomed quiet,
green
Totally bashful and unseen.
What makes the little tree such a treasure
Sparkling red—giving pleasure
To everyone gathered on the street
A cadence to my dancing feet.
Soon the wind and rain will come
Her party dress will be undone
The splendid leaves will disappear
Until this lovely time next year.

6. Butternut
There is a mix of tree species in this small area, but the one that
stands out as special is the Butternut. It is occasionally known as
White Walnut. Butternut is native to North America.
You are looking at several Butternuts on the other side of the
fence. You can tell the Butternuts because of their grey bark, with its
flattened ridges. These Butternuts stand out as special because they
appear to be healthy.
Butternut trees are seriously threatened by a fungus which forms
a canker disease. In some areas, 90% of the Butternut trees have been
killed and, so, it is close to being considered an endangered species.
Street trees fare better than woodland trees.
Butternuts live only about 75 years. They begin to bear nuts at
about 20 years of age. Having an oily texture and pleasant flavor, the
nuts are often used in baking and candy-making. The husks are also
used to make a yellowish dye.
Here is a butternut
recipe created by Robert
Clements
Forager’s Salad:
Butternuts, water cress &
wild mushrooms.
Add a little salt and
pepper and oil. Yum

9. This community space was conceived in 2004 by Michael
Billingsley as a refuge from the busyness of Brattleboro. Still growing
in what was formerly an ornamental garden, are Norway
Maple, Fir Concolor, Blue
Spruce, Dogwood, Hickory,
an Apple tree, and the ground
cover pachysandra.
When Michael pulled out a
root, he uncovered a gravesite which had a club head
painted red. This type of grave, and the red color of the artifact, were
part of the traditions of the “Red Painted People” whose closest tribe
was in Maine. According to Michael, these people lived from about
5,000 to 1,000 B.C.E. It was their tradition to build a grave at the
highest point with a view of the ocean. This site would have been the
highest elevation with enough soil for a burial site, and with a view of
the Connecticut River. The custom of the “Red Painted People” was
to dig a grave five feet deep, and to line it with ocean sand (in this case
river sand) and to paint it red. Then the body was covered with more
sand, and sacred objects and implements were painted red.
This site is now protected, and no development can occur here.
The land is owned by the Red Cross, which has generously made the
space available to the public.
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Treasured Trees \ A Walk Through Brattleboro
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1000 feet is slightly longer than 1/5 mile
entire walk is about 2.25 miles
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• On the right, at the far driveway for Hilltop House (#65), are 3 White Pines (F).
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• Across the street, just past #31, is a large Sugar
Maple (E).
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• Turn right onto Harris Avenue, which curves to the
left. On the left across from #31 is a Sycamore (D).
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• Just beyond #43 are 2 Sugar Maples (C).
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• Turn right onto Tyler Place. On the right at #29 is a
Carolina Silverbell (B).
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• Walk back towards Main Street and make a right into
the private parking lot. Walk through to the next
street (Walnut Street). Turn right and then curve
around to the left (Walnut Street becomes Terrace
Street). On the outside of this curve (towards the
river) you will pass 3 large trees with thick bark, which
are Black Locusts (A).
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• Begin downtown at Harris Place parking lot (Harris
Place is off Main Street, one block north of the
intersection with High Street). Walk to where Harris
Place dead ends. Sycamore (1) next to #54 Harris
Place.
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Trees (1-9) have descriptions on the other side.
(A-M) represent trees of interest.
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Directions for the Treasured Tree Walk
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The Brattleboro Tree Advisory Board created
this walking tour of “Treasured Trees” as
part of our commitment to protecting and
promoting respect for the trees with which we
reside. The community was asked to nominate
trees they considered to be extraordinary or
fascinating, and to tell us why. The response
was overwhelming, and the Board had the
difficult task of choosing which trees to include
in this guide. We hope that, as you look at
each tree, you will pause to reflect on the
importance of trees in your life, and in the life
of our community.

• Continue on Harris Street to Putney Road (cross the road to the sidewalk on the far side) and take a right to #255, a yellow ranch house on the opposite side
of the road. Cross Putney Road and to the left of the house, set back, is a Red Oak (2). It is fine to walk to the tree.
• Cross back over Putney Road and walk towards Main Street and downtown to the Forty Putney Road Bed and Breakfast (#192). It is fine to go behind to see
the Japanese Maple (3). Cross to the other side of Putney Road at the next crosswalk. At #125 is a Dawn Redwood (G), and at #79, Tulip Poplar (H).
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• Continue toward downtown and Main Street. Just past Fleming’s Gas Station (Shell Station), cross the street to the Wells Fountain, and follow the brick
pathway back up toward the Courthouse. The small tree with cascading branches is the Camperdown Elm (4).
• Return to the Fountain and cross Linden Street to the Brattleboro Municipal Center. To the right, near the street, there is a Ginkgo (I).
• Turn left, and continue down Main Street towards downtown to Brooks Memorial Library, and in front of the big glass window are 2 Honey Locusts (J).
• Continue on Main St. to Alana. On the right, just before the stone church, is a Norway Maple (5).
• At the next street, which is Grove Street, make a right. Across the street, just past the parking lot entrance at #30 is a sapling in a big Catalpa stump (K).
• Continue on Grove Street and turn right into the Municipal and State Office parking lot. Once in the parking lot, turn left, and in the far left corner, near
an old shed and behind a small fence are several trees including Butternuts (6). Info on ID of Butternut on other side of this guide.
• Return to Grove Street, turn right, uphill. At #73 is a Catalpa (L), which may be the parent of Catalpa (K).
• Grove Street ends at Oak Street. On the right, at #51 Oak Street is a Pin Oak (7) and on the left side of the house is a White Oak.
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• Cross Oak Street and, between #50 and #60 is a Silver Maple (8).
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• Cross back and go to the left on Oak Street one block to High Street. Make a left and continue to #93 with 2 Red Maples (M).

• Continue to the Red Cross Building (#81). Walk behind to a small sign at the entrance of the Refuge Grove, a Community Space.

• Return to High Street. Turn left to Main Street. Cross Main Street and turn to the left and go one street to Harris Place. Make a right and you are back to
the parking lot. Hope you enjoyed the walk!

